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One for continuum parts is glVen for the plane2). The
1. Introduction
strain in the discontinuous plane cannot be defined in

Tbe so‑called ideal cleavage strength of a solid is

the same way as for continuum parts. Therefore we

usually estimated by considering the restraining

introduce a characteristic length LhJ ‑ Lh22 h2lJ. and

stress between atomic planesl). Similarly the behav‑

define siym'n‑ like quantities as

ior of a completely brittle crack may, in principle, be

〜ell三%(ul･･ul‑)

subject to the atomic restraining stress in crack plane.

We can suggest that a crack grows when the atomic

〜e22‑去(狗+‑狗‑)
(1)

restraining stress at crack‑tip becomes 1‑rreversible

with theincrease of an external force. But this idea

y21一志(ulLul‑) +喜孟(狗++均一)
has もeen used only conceptually and we have seen few

analyses which actually follow the change of the

Here, u1㌦ ul‑, u2'and u2‑ are the displacements on

atomic restraining stress to estimate the behavior of

the upper and lower planes in Xl and X2 defections,

a crack in continuum. In this study, using the discon‑

respectively. When we employ an appropriate con･

tinuous model proposed previously2) , We try the finite

stitutive equation between these stym'n‑ like quantities

element analyses of crack behavior considering the

and the stresses for the discontinuous plane, and, as to

restraining stress between atomic planes. Through

the continuum parts, employ an ordinary constitutive

the results we show some fundamental issues about

relation, the discontinuous model can be analized

completely brittle fracture, and make clear the mean‑

actually2).

ings and roles of fracture mechanics parameters such

2. 2

as stress intensity factor e上c..

2. Modeling of a Completely Brittle Crack
by DiscontinuollS Model

Introduction of a Constitutive Relation

RepreseIlting tile Atomic Restraining Stress
ln the model in Fig. 1, suppose that the continuum

parts are linear elastic and only Model load is
applied hereafter (symmetric about the dis‑

2. 1

Discontinuous Model

continiuous plane) , and let's try to introduce a con‑

Consider a two‑dimensional problem. Figure 1

stitutive relation representing the atomic restraining

shows the situation in which a discontinuous plane is

stress into the discontinuous plane. That is, suppose

considered ahead of a notch whose radius of curva‑

that the quantity co汀eSpOnding to Poisson's ratio is

ture is p. In the discontinuous model, a plane before

zero for simplicity and, the relation between the

deformation (Fig, 1 ( a ) ) is stretched after deforma‑

restrainin皇stress 622 and the si7m'n‑ like quantity e22 is

tion (Fig. 1(b)) , and it can be a model for analysis

glVen, aS Shown in Fig. 2, by

when some constitutive relation compatible with the

622‑ (oa:aXSin'2;e2誼)器;2〜ez2;2r2' ( 2 ,
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Here, A is the wave length of sinusoidal function,and

tute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo Cmax is the ideal cleavage strength. Since the values of
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between

Crack Model for Analyses

Sirain‑ like Quantity e22
and Restraining Stress

611and 612 are COmParatively small (612wi11 be zero

given by Eq. ( 2 ). On the other hand,宥N isgiven by

for symmetry), the relation between 611 and ell , and
that between 612 and y21 Can be assumed to be linear.

等"‑/r.

wdX2

(5)

As to the characteristic length h22 through which

when W is the strain energy density. It is noteworthy

the stym'n‑h'ke quantity e22 is defined, it should be

that the value of宥* becomes equal to the surface

noted that physically it corresponds to the distance

energy 2γs when the siYm'n‑like quantity e22 reaches

between atomic planes in the unstressed state as 622 ‑

A/2.

u2'‑ u21 is equalto the relative displacement between

While石,宥* and等■N can be evaluated directrly

atomic plan°s in the stressed state. The same may be

from the equations above, especial1y

said of h21.

evaluated also by the following path‑independent

2. 3

integra14).

Crack Parameters

The conventional crack parameters are defined for

宥can be

冒)‑J

‑ Jr̲+r. ( wdX2 ‑ Tz.ui,ldr)

the continuum with a completely sharp crack (〟 ‑0)

under a particular consititutive relation. In order to

remove these restrictions, the CAD (Cyack ̲Eney:g37

I/oO'Xp'6･ (622) d622

(6)

1Densiiy) was proposed as a crack parameter which
always has a clear physical meaning3). So, we will

Here, r‑+r. is an arbitrary path surrounding the

discuss the matter centering the CAD. The CAD is

crack‑tip in Fig. 1. Ti and ui are the surface traction

defined as "the work done per unit area in the plane

and the displacement on the path ㍗+ +r̲ , respective‑

containing crack front line during defomation, that

ly, and 622 (XP) is the relative displacement at the

is, the strain energy area density". The CED等at the

point Xp.

crack･tip of the model in Fig. 1 is given by
等‑宥*+宥N

When we define等K aS the CAD for a completely
(3)

sharp crack in a linear elastic solid, the relation

等* isthe contribution from the stretched discontinul

among等X , energy release rate嘗and stress‑intensity

ous plane, and宥N is the contribution from the notch‑

factor g

tip path r｡ in Fig. 1. When卓(i) is the crack‑tip

opening displacement atthe time i, and C* (622) is the

宥K‑管‑

(1‑y2)K2
E

(7)

restraining stress as the function of the relative dis‑

holds for plane strain states). Here, 〟 is Poisson's

placement 622,等* isgiven by

ratio.

3. Finite Element Analyses and Evalllation

等* ‑/.4(〜'6* (622) d622

of Crack Parameter

(4)

‑ (去) 2Eh2 (1‑co智)
3. 1

considering that E is Young's modulusand C* (622) is

0bject and M:ethod for Analyses

ln order to analize crack behaviors in the atomic
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Resdts of AIlalyses

reglOn around crack‑tip, and plane strain analyses of

Figure 5 shows the relation between CEDand K

the region畠re carried out by applying the displace一

that plays the role of parameter of extemal force. In

meれt field prescribed by Mode I stress‑intensity fac‑

the figure,宥J and宥* are the results by the path‑

tor g on the boundary. Since the non‑linear region is

independent integral Eq.( 6 ) and Eq.( 4 ) through the

very small, it is thought to be natural to assume the

crack‑tip opening displacement, respectively, and等K

g field in the region su汀Ounding the non‑linear

is the result by Eq.( 7 ) and means the CED which is

region. Taking account of也e symmetrical character,

expected to be obtained when 〟‑0 and the discontin‑

the semi‑circular region shown in Fig. 3( a ) is taken

uous plane is not considered. Essentially等* and等J

as the object for analyses. The discontinuous plane of

should take the same value, and it is considered that

which the constitutive relation is given by Eq. ( 2 ) is

等* is estimated smaller than等J here because the

inserted ahead of the crack front. Two kinds of

quantities near the crak tip are apt to be estimated

analyses are ca汀ied out. A completely sharp crack,

smaller than the tme values in the finite element

and a notch with a finite radius of cuⅣature 〟 in the

analysis. So, it is resonable to regard宥J aS more

unstressed state are supposed in Figs. 3(b) and

exact solution. The difference between宥J and宥K is

3( C ) , respectively. Since an actual crack in a solid

caused by the non‑1inearity near the crack‑tip.

often exsists with some width, the model in Fig. 3( C )

Figure 5 shows the variation of each CED with the

increase of the extemal force parameter g for the

may be more actual.

Taking the fact stated in Sec 2.2 into considera‑

case of Fig. 3(C). Here,若さ十等" should take the

tion, the characteristic length of the discontinuous

same value as that of等J by th占path‑independent

plane h22 is 0.4X10‑6mm (atomic size order). The

integral, and it is thought that宥*+宥N is evaluated to

distance from crack‑tip to the boundary R is 250×

be smaller because the values near the crack‑tip are

h22, and the radius of curvature p in Fig. 3(C) is

used directly. So,宥J is regarded as more exact solu‑

0.4×10‑6mm. The minimum mesh size around the

tion of CAD.宥K is evaluated by Eq.( 7)inthe same

crack‑tip is set about a quarter of the distance

way as in Fig. 4.

between atomic planes in the unstressed state so that

4. Fracture Criterion of a Completely Brittle Crack
we can follow the non‑linear behavior near the

and Meanillg Of Fracture Mechanics Parameter
crack‑tip. Four‑noded isoparametric elements and
four一moded discontniuous plane elements with three

Gauss integrating points are employed for the contin‑

uumpartsand for the discontinuous plane, respectively.

4. 1

Fl･acture of a Completely Sharp Crack

lt is seen from Fig. 4 that the followlng relation
holds taking also Eq. ( 8 ) into acount.
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郡(‑等‑宥J)媚K‑iiT‑留

(8 )

4. 2

Fracture of a Notch Type Crack

Figure 5 shows tbat也e followlng relation holds.

It is expected that this relation holds generally taking
account of the path independency ofノーintegral and

宥(‑宥*+宥N‑8J)記等K‑(1‑y2)K2‑管(ll)
E

the fact that the difference of the situation near the

It can be expected in the same way as for Eq. (8)

crack‑tip has little influence on払e region far from

that this relation holds generally. Also in this case,

the crack‑tip. So, it can be said that our expectation

宥*‑2γS (‑宥C* ) is the necessary and sufficient

was confined through numerical analyses. In the

condition of fracture, and when we represent the

crack model here, it is supposed that the deformation

value等N at the time when等*‑2γs by 2γN, this

at the crack‑tip becomes irreversible when the silo‑n‑

condition can be expressed also by

like quantity 〜e22 reaches 1/2 , that is,宥* creaches the

等‑2(γS+γN) (‑宥C)

(12)

surface energy 2γS. Therefore, the relation that等* ‑

When Kc and嘗c are the values of K and嘗at the

2γS (‑宥C* ) is clearly the necessary and sufficient

time when Eq. (12) holds, we have也e relation

condition of fracture. When Kc*

and嘗C*

are the

values of K and留, respectively, at the time when等*

reaches 2ys , we have the relation

等C‑2(γS･γN)記竿‑嘗C

(13)

from Eq. (ll) , and this implies that the condition

等ck2γ5℃当苧三‑嘗C･

( 9 )

almost equivalent to the necessary and sufficient

condition of fracture Eq. (12) is given by

by considering Eq. ( 8) , and this implies that Kc*
andQ?W*

can be regarded almost constant since 2γS

9‑2(γS･yN,orK‑ノ雫(14,

takes a value peculiar to a material (exactly speak‑

It should be noted here that γs is dependent on the

ing,

value of 〟 , therefore, when 〟 1S not COnStant, gc and

Kc'

and

Sc*

are

dependent

on

the

shape

of

specimen and boundary condition) and thatthe condi‑

Sc are not constant either, and this may cause the

tion almost equlValent to the necessary and sufficient

scatter of the value of Kc or嘗c in the evaluation of

condition of fracture等*‑2γs isgiven by

fracture toughness of brittle crack.

嘗‑2γs or K‑席

(10)

5. CoIIClusion

The exsistence of the g stress field around the crack‑

By using the discontinuous model, We showed that

tip is usually emphasized as the meaning of K.

it is possible to analize the crack behavior of a

However, the reason why g is available as a crack

completely brittle crack in consideration of也e re‑

parameter although the situation at the crack‑tip is

straining stress between atomic planes and obtained

completely defferent from that of K field (actualy 622

some fundamental knowledges about the brittle frac‑

at the crack一七ip in the discontinuous plane begins to

ture and the roles of fracture mechanics through the

decrease in the neighbo血ood of g‑1.Okgf/mm3/2 in

results of the finite element analyses.

Fig･ 4) is thlat the relation of Eq･ (8) holds, that is,

(Manuscript received, December 21 , 1990)

there exists the one‑t0‑one co汀eSpOndence between

Referen ces
K and等* that has the clear phisical meaning and

reflects the actual situation of the crack‑tip, and this

fact is most essential to explain the meaning of g
(the same is said of嘗).

The relation of Eq. (10) is so‑called Griffith's
brittle fracture criterion, and this condition has been
thought of generally as the necessary condition of

1) Orowan, EJ Reports on Progress in Physics, 12
(1949), p. 551.
2) Watanabe, K. and Sato, Y., JSME Int. ∫., 30‑267

(1987), p. 1391.
3) Watanabe, K., Bulletin of也e JSME, 24‑198 (1981) ,

p. 2059.

4) Watanabe, K., Bulletin of the JSME, 28‑235 (1985) ,
p.26.

fracture. However, through the above argument we
can find that this condition is also the condition

5) Watanabe, K., Bulletin of the JSME, 26‑215 (1983) ,
p.747.

co汀eSpOnding to the sufficient condition.
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